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The Joint Subcommittee to Study Barrier Crimes and Criminal History Records Checks (the 

Joint Subcommittee) met electronically with Senator John S. Edwards, chair, presiding.1 The 

meeting began with introductions and opening remarks followed by presentations and discussion. 

Materials presented at the meeting are accessible through the Joint Subcommittee's website. 

Presentation: General Overview of SJR 35 and Joint Subcommittee to Study Barrier 
Crimes and Criminal History Records Checks 
Anna Moir, Staff Attorney, Division of Legislative Services 

Ms. Moir discussed the history of barrier crimes legislation by summarizing SB 1243 (Edwards, 

2011), SB 97 (Edwards, 2013), SB 868 (Edwards, 2013), SJR 311 (Edwards, 2013), SB 353 

(Edwards, 2014), and SB 1008 (Hanger, 2017). 

She also presented an overview of SJR 35 (Edwards, 2020) and explained that it directed the 

Joint Subcommittee to develop recommendations related to (i) whether statutory provisions 

related to criminal history record checks, barrier crimes, and barrier crime exceptions should be 

reorganized and consolidated within the Code of Virginia; (ii) whether certain crimes should be 

removed from the list of barrier crimes; (iii) whether barrier crime exceptions and waiver 

processes should be broadened; (iv) whether the required amount of time that must lapse after 

conviction of certain barrier crimes should be shortened; and (v) other changes that could be 

made to criminal history records checks and barrier crimes requirements that would improve the 

organization, effectiveness, and fairness of such provisions. 

Presentation: Barrier Crimes and Criminal History Record Checks – Background and 
History of the Issue 
Sabrina Miller-Bryson, Staff Attorney, Division of Legislative Services 

Ms. Miller-Bryson presented the history of the issue of barrier crimes and criminal history 

records checks and specifically compared SB 353 (Edwards, 2014) and SB 1008 (Hanger, 2017). 

She explained that SB 353 (Edwards), which was introduced in the 2014 Regular Session of the 

General Assembly and ultimately left in the House Committee for Courts of Justice, amended 

several sections of the Code of Virginia and enumerated specific barrier crimes for the following: 

                                                             
1 Members Present: Senator John S. Edwards (chair), Delegate Marcia S. Price (vice chair), Senator Scott A. 

Surovell, Delegate Lamont Bagby, Delegate Michael P. Mullin, Delegate Ibraheem S. Samirah, James Abrenio, 
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1. Individuals seeking employment at nursing homes, home care organizations, hospices, state 

facilities, other private providers licensed by the Department of Behavioral Health and 

Developmental Services, community services boards, behavioral health authorities, assisted 

living facilities, adult day care centers, children's welfare agencies, family day homes 

approved by family day systems, or children's residential facilities; 

2. Applicants for licensure, registration, or approval as assisted living facilities, child welfare 

agencies, or family day homes approved by family day systems; 

3. Individuals with whom a local board of social services or child-placing agency is 

considering placing a child on an emergency, temporary, or permanent basis; 

4. Foster and adoptive homes seeking approval from child-placing agencies; and 

5. Providers of adult services and adult foster care seeking approval by the Department of 

Social Services. 

In summarizing the differences between SB 353 (Edwards, 2014) and SB 1008 (Hanger), Ms. 

Miller-Bryson noted that SB 1008 was introduced during the 2017 Session of the General 

Assembly, passed both chambers, was signed by the Governor on April 5, 2017, after the 

General Assembly approved his recommended amendments, and became effective on July 1, 

2017. She said that the bill amended § 19.2-392.02 to become the comprehensive list of barrier 

crimes in the Code of Virginia for the individuals and entities included in the previous numbered 

list. The bill removed the individual lists of crimes from several sections of the Code of Virginia, 

some of which also were proposed for amendment or repeal in SB 353 (Edwards, 2014), and it 

amended them to refer instead to the comprehensive list in § 19.2-392.02. Ms. Miller-Bryson 

also discussed the additional crimes that constitute a barrier that were included in SB 1008 

(Hanger, 2017), as well as the few exceptions. 

Discussion 

The members discussed the issues to be included in the Joint Subcommittee's work plan and 

agreed upon the following: 

Drafting 

 Simplify the language surrounding barrier crimes in the Code of Virginia. 

 Study how other states have consolidated language in their codes, perhaps looking 

specifically to North Carolina as a model. 

Private Background Check Companies and Related Issues 

 Study possible protections or remedies in the event that a private background check 

company provides inaccurate information. 

 Conduct a review to ensure that data brokers comply with the Fair Credit Reporting Act 

(FCRA). The members specifically noted concerns about data brokers who fail to comply 

with the FCRA and subsequently give bad information to consumer reporting agencies, and 

they indicated a desire to regulate the information that is passed between the brokers and 

agencies. Kristi Kelly pointed out that some states have started contracting with these 

brokers. 
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 Study California and Vermont laws regarding restrictions on dissemination of information 

relating to criminal history record checks, as well as any relief these laws provide. Senator 

Scott A. Surovell noted that his bill introduced in 2020, SB 641, should be included in the 

study of possible remedies. 

Collateral Consequences 

Senator Surovell suggested establishing a state database in which an individual can look up a 

certain Code of Virginia section and be provided with information relating to the consequences 

of a particular conviction. This would include barrier crime information and collateral 

consequences. 

Expungement 

As the Virginia Crime and Sentencing Commission (the Crime Commission) is currently 

working on the issue of expungement, the Joint Subcommittee decided to align its timeline with 

the Crime Commission's and work in conjunction with it on the issue of expungement. 

Consequences and Transparency 

Individuals must be notified in court of the penalties related to barrier crimes and the collateral 

consequences of a conviction. This would include any barriers on the ability to foster or adopt 

children. 

Appeals Process 

Senator Edwards mentioned looking into the possibility of any appeals taking place under 

affected departments, such as the Department of Health and the Department of Social Services. 

Work Plan 

Ms. Moir told the Joint Subcommittee that Division of Legislative Services staff would put 

together the work plan based on the matters discussed and that both the work plan and a 

resolution to continue the study would be ready by the next meeting on a date and time to be 

announced. 

The meeting adjourned at approximately 4:15pm. 

 

For more information, see the Joint Subcommittee's website or contact the Division of 

Legislative Services staff: 

Anna Moir, DLS 

amoir@dls.virginia.gov 

804-698-1871 

Sabrina Miller-Bryson, DLS 

smiller-bryson@dls.virginia.gov 

804-698-1876 
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